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Aim of Activity
- To produce your own model button/escape compass

What You’ll Get Out of It
- An understanding of compass directions and their relative positions

Equipment
- Copies of the activity pattern piece

- Scissors

- Glue sticks

Time
30 minutes (or longer with personalisation)

Staying Safe
- Explain or reinforce scissor safety measures

- Use some form of protective sheet on working surfaces (and maybe clothes) to avoid glue 

  marks/stains

Method
- Cut out the main bezel and bearing letters from the pattern piece provided

- Discuss the correct placement of bearings within a compass or have the girls look up 

  correct positions online

- Glue each of the bearing letters in the correct place on the bezel
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Guidance for Leaders/Alternatives

- Compasses could be personalised by colouring, adding stickers, maker’s names, 

  etc

- Compasses could be made more durable by gluing the paper bezel cut-outs onto     

  card

- If the use of scissors is not preferred the bezel could be pre-cut or left in place on 

  the pattern piece. Bearings could then be written in directly or added using letters 

  written on small self-adhesive stickers

- Instead of using the pattern piece provided, the girls could create their own parts   

  or complete compass by drawing from scratch
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Aim of Activity
- To produce your own model baseplate compass

What You’ll Get Out of It
- An understanding of the parts of a baseplate compass and their function, distance and 

scale, compass directions and their degree equivalents

Equipment
- Copies of the activity pattern piece

- Scissors

- Glue sticks

- Craft split pins – small diameter (see below for alternative)

- A means of creating the central hole (eg bodkin, sharp pencil, drawing pin, end of      

  paperclip, etc)

Time
- 45 minutes (less if the girls are already familiar with the parts of a baseplate compass 

  and their functions)

Staying Safe
- Explain or reinforce scissor safety measures

- Explain the possible dangers when using sharp objects and safety measures to avoid 

  injury/damage specific to what is actually being used

- Use some form of protective sheet on working surfaces (and maybe clothes) to avoid 

  glue marks / stains

- Use some form of protective surface (e.g. several layers of thick cardboard) when 

  creating the central hole in those pattern pieces requiring it to avoid injury or damaging 

  working surface

Method
- Show an example (eg Silva Expedition 4) of a baseplate compass (online/print out 

  picture or real compass) 

- Explain the main parts relevant to the activity (ie baseplate, direction of travel pointer 

  - long scale bar (mainly used for measuring distances)

  - right angled romer scale bar (mainly used for working out 6 figure grid references but 

    can also be used for short distances)

  - Circular compass housing (including bearing numbers, orienting arrow and orienting 

    lines) 

  - Needle (including red=north and white=south)

- Cut out the various pieces from the pattern piece provided

- Glue the right angled scale bar in its correct place on the baseplate (see below for 

  comment)

- Make a hole (as small as possible to fit the split pin) in the X marked point on the 

  baseplate and the centre of the compass housing and needle

- Fit the split pin through the needle, compass housing and baseplate and bend pin legs     

  to fix



Guidance for Leaders/Alternatives
 

- The best compasses have the right angled 1:25,000 scale bar at the exact corner (ie 

  not slightly inset from the corner) of the baseplate as this allows most accurate use 

  when calculating grid references

- If craft split pins are unavailable then string could be substituted with knots tied 

  closely above and below the baseplate and bezel/needle

- Whatever is used as a fixing, the result needs to allow rotation of the housing and 

  needle but not be so loose that the parts can move horizontally or vertically away 

  from the central axis

- The baseplate could be made from thick card to make it more durable or the 

  baseplate and/or rotating compass housing could be made from clear plastic sheet to 

  made it transparent and more like real baseplate compasses

- Whilst 1:25,000 is the most commonly used map-reading scale there are others (eg 

 1,50,000 and historically 1:63,360 (1inch=1mile)) 

- Alternative scale bars could be produced and added or substituted for those on the   

  pattern piece

- Instead of using the pattern piece provided, the girls could create their own parts or 

  complete compass by drawing from scratch
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Aim of Activity
- To utilise model button/escape compasses to determine and understand different compass 

  directions

What You’ll Get Out of It
- An understanding of how compass directions are determined and used to allow travel in a 

  certain direction or between different fixed points

Equipment
- Model (or real) button/escape compasses

- The challenge pack map

- Copies of the quiz questionnaire

- Pencils or pens

Time
- 30 minutes (longer if the girls produce their own questions/answers at the end)

Staying Safe
- Work on an elevated surface or have pencils/pens in obvious containers to avoid them  

  becoming slip/trip hazards

- Explain or reinforce pencil safety measures

Method
- Align the top of the map grid north with the magnetic north pointer on the compass

- If using real button compasses explain how to orientate the map and the compass needle 

  so grid and magnetic north are aligned

- Position the compass such that its exact centre is on the start/initial location described in 

  the quiz question (first section of quiz)

- Read off the correct direction of travel (leader assistance with the first couple of questions 

  may be useful for those who have never used a map/compass before)
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Guidance for Leaders/Alternatives

- Girls could produce their own questions or a complete quiz for their peers to answer

- If the girls are not yet confident writers the answers (and maybe red herrings) could 

  be pre-printed on a sheet of small self-adhesive labels and the girls could then select 

  the correct answer to stick on the quiz sheet

- The concept of opposite directions of travel (ie back-bearings) could be introduced so 

  that if to get from A to B you go South-East then to get from B to A you go North-West   

  (ie half a complete circle [180 degrees] different)



Aim of Activity
- To utilise model baseplate compasses to determine and understand different compass 

  directions and bearings

What You’ll Get Out of It
- An understanding of how compass directions and bearings are determined and used to allow 

  travel in a certain direction or between different fixed points

Equipment
- Model (or real) baseplate compasses

- The challenge pack map

- Copies of the Compass Direction Quiz 

- Pencils or pens

Time
- 45 minutes (longer if the girls produce their own questions/answers at the end)

Staying Safe
- Work on an elevated surface or have pencils/pens in obvious containers to avoid them 

  becoming slip/trip hazards

- Explain or reinforce pencil safety measures

Method – General
Explain that there is a difference between grid north (usually, but not always, the top of a 

map) and magnetic north (the direction that a real compass needle points) and that for UK OS 

maps the difference between the two is very little (currently about 1 degree but varying 

yearly) and hence the difference can generally be ignored when doing map work. That is to 

say in general Grid North and Magnetic North can be assumed to be the same when working 

with UK OS maps.

Method – Compass Direction Quiz
- Explain that baseplate compasses do not usually have compass directions other than N,S,E 

  and W depicted and therefore interpretation of intermediate bearings is required so that, 

  for example, half way between S and E is SE and half way between SE and S is SSE (ie South 

  of South East)

- Position the compass such that the exact centre of the split pin is on the start/initial 

  location described in the quiz question

- Keeping the centre of the split pin in exactly the same position, align the top of the map 

  grid north with the magnetic north pointer, direction of travel arrow and compass housing 

  orienting arrow north on the compass

- Read off the correct direction of travel (leader assistance with the first couple of questions 

  may be useful for those who have never used a map/compass before) by looking to see 

  which direction on the compass housing (or calculated intermediate direction) most closely 

  aligns with the intended place of travel
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Method – Bearing Direction Quiz
- Position the compass such that the exact centre of the split pin is on the start/initial 

  location described in the quiz question

- Keeping the centre of the split pin in exactly the same position, turn the compass so 

  that the direction of travel arrow on the baseplate is pointing towards the point to 

  which you want to travel

- Keeping the baseplate in position turn just the compass housing such that its 

  orienting arrow and hence North (0 degrees) is pointing directly up the map (ie to 

  grid north)

- Without moving baseplate or compass housing, read off the travel bearing by looking 

  to see which number on the compass housing is closest to being in line with the 

  direction of travel arrow on the baseplate

- Explain why the use of bearings in degrees gives a more accurate direction that just 

  the use of the letters N,S,E and W can   

  achieve



Guidance for Leaders / Alternatives

- Whilst the needle has been included in the models for completeness it does not serve a 

  purpose in the quiz. It may be worth explaining that on a real compass it will point to 

  magnetic north all the time (assuming no external interference [eg due to metal 

  objects]) irrespective of what else the user is doing

- Girls could produce their own questions or a complete quiz for their peers to answer

- The concept of opposite directions of travel (ie back-bearings) could be introduced so   

  that if to get from A to B you go South-East [bearing 135 degrees] then to get from B to A 

  you go North-West [bearing 315 degrees] (ie half a complete circle [180 degrees]  

  different)

- A portion of an actual OS map could be used as an alternative to the challenge map with 

  the girls determining directions between features or villages

- If using a 1:25,000 OS map as well as determining the direction of travel the distance to  

  travel could be read off the compass scale

- Girls could produce a compass directions or bearings quiz (similar to that in the base  

  activity but utilising an actual OS map) for other girls to try to complete

- If girls have little or no map-reading experience or it’s been a long time since they did 

  any navigation its best to have them assume that they can fly in a direct line between 

  the two points ignoring intermediate terrain. Once the basic principles are clear the 

  activity could be expanded to have travel between two points following the actual 

  available paths / roads so that a number of different bearings and distance along each     

  bearing is required to travel between the two points

- Use of real baseplate compasses or the clear plastic alternative of the model version will 

  make working out answers easier (particularly where distances are quite short) as it can 

  clearly be seen when the centre of the compass is on exactly the right start point and 

  pointing in the right direction

- Once the principles are understood, the normal map reading approach of using a long  

  straight edge of the baseplate aligned between the start and finish points and with the 

  direction of travel arrow pointing the right way can be introduced as an alternative to 

  using the centreline of the baseplate as this is easier to read bearings accurately in 

  practice

- Ensure the bearing housing is turned each time so that the orienting arrow is pointed to 

  grid north
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